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Dear Reader,
It is my sincerest hope that this article will help horse owners appreciate the amazing
design of the equine hoof. I invite you to read the article and to share it with others.
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INTRODUCTION
!

“Form follows function” is a phrase I first became acquainted with years ago as I

answered phones and filed papers at the University of Kansas School of Architecture. I
wasn’t a designer myself, just a student in a part-time job, but I found this adage
profound. Poor design, by definition, does not serve its intended function – or at least
doesn’t serve it very well.
Years later, I embraced “form follows function” as a guidepost in my work as a
natural hoof care professional. In the midst of a storm of misunderstandings,
misinformation, and controversy in the field of hoof care, this adage keeps me focused.
Through it all, I’ve held onto one thing I know is certain: to function optimally, a hoof
must have optimal form. The question is, “What is the hoof form that best supports
optimal function?”

DOMESTICATED HORSES DON’T PROVIDE A GOOD ANSWER
The domesticated horses in our barns and paddocks do not provide a convincing
answer to the question, “What form best supports function?” A multitude of trimming
and shoeing methods, on top of unnatural conditions, does little to help horses attain
optimal or even healthy hoof form. Some hoof care methods, like those used for racing
and showing, focus on the horse’s gait or appearance, instead of promoting healthy
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hoof function. Trying to derive the optimal hoof form from such hooves is like trying to
decipher the form of a tree from a wood sculpture.
!

This becomes self evident to students in

the Liberated Horsemanship hoof care training
program. Before learning to trim live horses, the
students practice using cadaver hooves. Each
Figure 1. Example of the hooves we see
among the cadaver hooves at our
clinics.

session I ask them to consider what they would
regard as an optimal shape based on the pile of

cadaver hooves before them (Figure 1). Their vacant expressions topped off by wrinkled
brows is a testament to the hopelessness of the task.

LOOKING FOR THE OPTIMAL, NATURAL FORM
!

So, where can we turn for a model of the optimal hoof form? According to the

adage, “form follows function”, we need to define of the function of the equine hoof.
Simply put, the hoof is the external covering that supports and protects vulnerable
internal structures of the equine foot throughout all phases of each stride. These phases
are: swing (the hoof is in the air), landing (the hoof contacts the ground), loading (the
fetlock descends), stance (the fetlock begins to rise), and breakover (period from heel-lift
to toe-pivot as the hoof leaves the ground)(Baxter, 2011). The wall, bars, sole, white line,
and frog are the major components of the hoof (Figure 2).
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!

It makes sense to me that the hoof form that develops as a consequence of

interaction between the horse and its native environment is one that supports optimal
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Figure 2. The hoof is not a block of material to be shaped how we please. The hoof is the protective
covering around vulnerable internal structures of the horse’s foot. These structures include bone, blood
vessels, growth corium, and connective tissues. The shape of the hoof, not just the hoof material,
provides this protection, and must be preserved during trimming.

function. The high desert Great Basin of the American West provides an ideal habitat for
this interaction because the horse is indigenous to this environment. Although current
populations of Mustangs are descendants of horses that were reintroduced to North
America beginning with the Spanish in the early 16th century, fossil and DNA evidence
indicates Equus caballus, the modern day horse, developed in North America
(Kirkpatrick and Fazio, 2008).
!

The sparse resources available in this semi-arid climate force the horses living

there to travel throughout each day over firm abrasive ground in order to reach
resources like watering holes and sufficient forage. This constant movement provides
the stimulation and wear that maintains a strong, compact hoof shape. This sturdy form
supports and protects the internal structures of the equine foot. In February 2008, when
I was an invited speaker at the Symposium for the Humane and Natural Care of the Horse in
7
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Reno,

Nevada,

I

had

the

opportunity to see the hooves of
Mustangs that had been roundedup four weeks previously from
public lands in the Great Basin.
During that symposium the Bureau
of Land Management gave us the
unique opportunity to visit the
Palomino

holding

facility

and

Figure 3. I trim this hoof according to the principles of
the Natural Trim. The result is a strong, compact hoof
form. The hoof is in proper alignment with the internal
structures of the foot. The hoof protects the vulnerable
internal structures of the foot from impact forces and
supports the weight of the horse as it moves through
each stride.

observe the hooves up close. I was
able to see the self-maintained natural hoof form for myself. The characteristics of this
form are the foundation of the authentic natural trim (Figure 3).
!

In addition to my own observation, field studies of the free-roaming Mustangs

living in the arid Great Basin of the American West, were completed between 1982 1986 by a farrier named Jaime Jackson. He published his observations along with a
summary of data collected from 107 Mustangs held at a BLM facility in Litchfield,
California in his book, The Natural Horse (1997).
!

More recently, Brian Hampson, PhD conducted studies comparing hoof forms

among five populations of the feral horses of Australia and New Zealand. These groups
lived in five different habitats, including different types of footing. Horses are not native
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to either Australia or New Zealand. These feral populations, called Brumbies, are
descended from stock released primarily from ranching operations beginning in the late
1800’s through the 1960‘s. The Brumbies of the various groups were determined to be of
similar genetic heritage by DNA testing (Hampson, 2011). One population included in
the study live in the harsh Australian desert. These desert Brumbies, that live in dry,
rugged terrain, with sparse vegetation and limited water, have hooves shaped into a
strong, compact and healthy form through consistent travel over hard abrasive footing.
The hoof form of the Australian
desert Brumby is similar to the form
that develops on the Mustang of the
American Great Basin (Figure 4).
!

The Brumby studies make

clear that the interaction between the
horse and it’s environment affect
hoof health and form. For example,

Figure 4. This photo is of a naturally-worn Brumby
hoof. There is a slight anterior-posterior (front-back)
arch where the hoof wall makes passive contact with
the ground. This is a sometimes seen in both the
Mustang and desert Brumby hooves (Jackson 1997;
Hampson 2011).

the hoof form that develops on the Brumbies living in the desert differs from the form
that develops in less demanding environments where resources, like food and water, are
plentiful and the ground is soft. Horses living in these comfortable circumstances don’t
travel far for food and water. When they do travel, they move over soft footing that is
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not sufficiently abrasive to wear away hoof wall fast enough to match hoof wall growth
(Figure 5). These are conditions similar to those of many horses living in captivity.
!

Life in this lush environment allows the hoof wall to grow long. Instead of

wearing into a short strong form, the overgrown hoof wall chips away in chunks, not
unlike what is often seen in horses
Photo used with permissiona: Brian Hampson, PhD

living in captivity (Figure 5). It’s
this lack of wear that keeps me
working.

If

our

domesticated

horses could sand away their
hooves at a rate equal to hoof
growth,

like

the

Great

Basin

Figure 5. Left front hoof of a feral Brumby mare
living on soft, sandy footing in Central West Queensland,
Australia, where food and water are plentiful. Photo used
with permission of Brian Hampson, PhD.

Mustangs or the desert Brumbies, I’d be out of a job. The story of Christine, a Brumby
who was relocated from her lush environment to the Central Australian Desert,
illustrates this point.
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Christine: A Brumby Experiment
Photo used with permissiona: Brian Hampson, PhD

Photo used with permissiona: Brian Hampson, PhD

These are photos of the left front hoof of a feral Brumby mare living on soft, sandy footing in
Central West Queensland, Australia. In this environment food and water is plentiful. There’s very
little need to move about. This hoof looks a lot like many of our domesticated horse’s hooves.
In March 2009 this mare, named Christine by the research team, was captured. She was
transported to the rocky Central Australian Desert and released into the bush as part of a study to
determine how environmental factors affect hoof form. Marks placed on Christine’s hooves were
used to determine growth rate of the hooves during her time in the desert [red circles].
In June 2009, after 116 days, Christine was retrieved from the desert. The chipped, cracked
excess hoof wall, seen in the photos above, was worn away. Her hooves were shaped into a short
robust form by travel over the hard desert ground. No doubt these changes are consequences of
increased movement over abrasive terrain in search of food and water. Although Christine lost
weight during her time in the desert, she was sound and her hooves were short and strong
(Hampson, 2011).

Photo used with permissiona: Brian Hampson, PhD

Photo used with permissiona: Brian Hampson, PhD

The deep groove about 1/3 of the way up Christine’s hoof is a stress ring. This deformity occured
when this area of the hoof wall was at the coronary band. It’s a record of the sudden-onset stress
Christine experienced during capture, separation from her band (including her foal), transport
thousands of kilometers, and release into a new band in a strange environment. It’s not uncommon
to see stress rings in our domesticated horses. Photos used with permission of Brian Hampson,
PhD.
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HOW CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NATURAL HOOF FORM
SUPPORT OPTIMAL FUNCTION OF THE EQUINE FOOT

A View From the Top
Hoof Wall Length
!

There are striking consistencies in size, shape, texture, and strength among the

hooves of Great Basin Mustangs and desert Brumbies. One characteristic is the short
length of the hoof. The entire hoof is more compact than what is often seen in
domesticated horses. The most common toe wall lengths in the Mustang studies, 94% of
the sample, ranged between 2 ⅗ (66 mm) and 3 ½ inches (89 mm) long (Jackson, 1997).
!

It’s not surprising that the length of the wall is short, since the coffin bone inside

the hoof is also short. The coffin bone does not grow in length after a foal is born,
although it will gain mass. Elongation, or growth in the length, of the bone stops when
the growth plate closes. Although the growth plates of other bones, like those in the
upper leg, shoulder, and back do not close for years after birth, the growth plate of the
coffin bone closes before a foal is born (Bennett 2008).
!

This short compact size increases strength and durability. The strength of the

hoof wall is determined by three main components. First is the thickness and strength of
the wall itself. Second is the health and strength of the connection between the wall and
coffin bone, called the laminae. And third is the health and strength of the connective
12
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tissue between the wall and the sole, called the white line. Excess hoof wall growth, that
extends beyond the connection to the sole, does not hold up well under the weight of
the horse. It breaks, crushes under, or otherwise distorts. Because excess hoof wall is
worn away by constant travel over abrasive footing, very little hoof wall extends past
the edge of the hard concave sole of desert Brumby and Great Basin Mustang hooves.
!

In addition, compact hoof shape contributes to efficient movement because of the

effect on breakover. Breakover is the phase of the stride when the hoof leaves the
ground as it is released from the weight of the horse. It begins when the heels begin to
lift off the ground and ends when the toe leaves the ground. A short hoof, with the
landing surface properly aligned with the internal structures of the foot, experiences a
quick breakover.
!

In contrast to the short compact hooves of the Great Basin Mustangs and desert

Brumby, the hooves of domesticated horses often exceed 3½ inches (89 mm) in length. A
shoe adds even more length to what is already an overgrown hoof, by natural, optimal
standards. We become accustomed to seeing these long hooves and accept this form as
normal. The compact hooves that result with regular natural trims look too short to
some horse owners. But it is this short, balanced hoof form that keeps the hoof strong
and properly aligned to support and protect the internal structures of the foot.
!

One consequence of the excess hoof length, commonly seen among horses living

in captivity, is that the landing surface moves out of proper alignment with the internal
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structures of the foot. The hoof
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wall grows from the coronary
band at an angle that advances

shifted too far forward out of
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the landing surface in a forward

Figure 5. In contrast to the compact form of the Great Basin
Mustangs, this hoof has grown long and the landing
surface has moved forward, out of alignment with the
internal structures of the foot.

structures of the foot, affects breakover. “The onset and duration of breakover are
sensitive to changes in hoof balance, especially hoof angle and toe length” (Baxter,
2011). This is especially evident in front feet where extended breakover means the front
legs can’t move out of the way of the hind feet. It’s not uncommon to see the back feet
of domesticated horses interfere with the movement of the front feet, called forging. The
timing gets all messed up because the toes are so long the horse doesn’t get the front
feet out of the way fast enough to avoid being hit by the back feet. Then the horse
injures the soft tissues of the heel bulbs or the skin of the pastern. The bio-mechanically
inefficient movement also contributes to fatigue, which increases the chances of
stumbling. Stumbling can be a dangerous problem that disappears when the hooves are
shortened to more natural lengths and form.
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art

st P

Heel
Buttresses

Figure 6. The landing surface of this overgrown hoof is out
of alignment with the internal structures of the foot. The
heel buttresses should be back farther, near the widest
part of the frog. If you look closely at the left heel buttress,
you can see that it is crushed forward.

the

toe

wall

are

clearly

recognized by veterinarians and
farriers who often resort to
trimming techniques that focus
on

“backing

up

the

toe.”

Unfortunately techniques that
attempt to “back up the toe” without addressing the overall balance of the hoof do not

grows too long, the entire landing surface
advances too far forward (Figure 6). In
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typically resolve the imbalance. As a hoof

the foot. Instead, the practice of “backing up
the toe” becomes a regular part of the trim
often resulting in over-thinning the toe wall
and invading the connective tissue that
secures the sole to the hoof wall. An

Frog

Bar

of alignment with the internal structures of

Ba
r

addition to the toe wall, the heels are also out

Heel
Buttresses
Figure 7. The heel buttresses of this Mustang
hoof are postioned near the widest part of the
frog. The wide-set, straight bars descend into
the concavity of the sole. The deepest part of
the concavity is shaded in yellow. This
relationship of structures at the back of the
hoof provides strong, yet flexible, support.

authentic natural trim follows trimming principles that move the hoof into proper
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alignment and balance, encouraging the hoof towards optimal size and form that
supports efficient movement (Figure 7).
Angle of Growth
!

In addition to being shorter than the typical hooves of domesticated horses, the

hoof wall of the Australian desert Brumby and
Great Basin Mustangs are usually straight; the
Copyright Ann Corso 2013

angle of growth from the coronary band is
retained all the way to the ground, without a
change in slope (Figure 8). This consistent angle
of growth is not always seen in domesticated
horses. Instead of a smooth, straight plane

Figure 8. The hoof wall of this Brumby
hoof is straight; the angle of growth from
the coronary band is sustained all the way
to the ground.

projecting from the coronary band toward the

called a divergent toe angle, somewhere along

}

the way (Figure 9). Like excess wall length, a
divergent toe angle affects breakover by
putting

the

contributes

toe
to

too

fatigue,

far

forward.

This

interference,

and

Divergent
Toe Angle
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ground, there is an outward change in slope,

Figure 9. In contrast to the straight wall
seen in the hooves of the Great Basin
Mustangs, domesticated horses are often
subjected to unnatural hoof and horse
care practices that stress the relationship
between internal and external structures.
This can result in the divergent toe angles
like the one seen in the hoof of this
domesticated horse.

stumbling.
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!

A divergent toe angle occurs when the attachments between the wall and the sole

and between the wall and the internal structures of the foot are weakened, as in the case
of laminitis. Rich diet and environmental stressors are contributing factors in the
development of this condition. Consequently, divergent toe angles cannot be addressed
by trimming alone, though this is often attempted with the practice of “backing up the
toe.” A proper trim reduces stress on the weakened white line and laminar attachments;
but, the factors causing the weakening of connective tissues between the hoof wall and
internal structures of the foot must be identified and addressed. Then, time and
authentic natural trims at regular intervals allow new hoof growth to replace the
distortions.
Wall Quality
The hoof walls of the Great Basin Mustangs and the Australian desert Brumbies
are thick and hard, in contrast to the thin, weak, and brittle hoof walls of many
domesticated horses. The poor hoof quality of domesticated horses can be attributed to
the horse’s inability to cope with the unnatural stressors it endures in captivity.
Stressors include confinement in small spaces like stalls or small paddocks, isolation
from other horses, or work that is too difficult for the fitness level of the horse among
other things. All take a toll on the hoof (Nock, 2012). Sometimes this shows up as “stress
rings”: the grooves that run horizontally around the circumference of the hooves
(Figures 10-13)(Nock 2010). These stress rings are not common in the hooves of free-
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Coronary Band

Stress Ring
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Figure 10. No stress rings are visible on the
hoof of this 2-day old foal. Because the newest
hoof wall is hidden beneath the periople, the
soft protective covering at the top of the hoof
wall, stress rings will not be visible for several
weeks/months following the event.

Figure 11. Stress rings form as the
hardening process of new growth hoof
wall, called keratinization, is impaired
during a stressful event. Birth, a
physiologically stressful event, left a
visible ring on the hoof of this 3-monthold foal.

Figure 12. This 2-year-old stud-colt
is kept separate from the herd of
mares. Although he has turnout,
unlike many stallions, the stress of
isolation is apparent in the hooves.

Copyright Ann Corso 2013

The two most severe rings are
evidence of the stress from
extended travel away from familiar
surroundings to a training
experience out of state. Although
the owner traveled with the horse,
and the training methods were
gentle and tactful, the events were
stressful none-the-less.
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Figure 13. During past few months, the
peaceful life of this 20-year-old mare was
interrupted when her pasture mate was
taken off property to several multi-day
events. Although the mare stayed home in
her familiar surroundings and routines, the
absence of her companion was clearly
stressful for her.

Stress Rings

roaming animals living in the Great Basin. Frequent recurrence of stress rings is now
considered to be associated with chronic laminitis by the Animal Health Foundation
(Walsh, 2011).
A View From The Bottom
Concavity
Among the Great Basin Mustang hooves studied, field observers consistently
find that the sole, frog, and bars of the wild horses blend together into a dome-shape
that arches from the water line, the
Water Line

inner-most layer of the hoof wall,
Sole
toward the area of the sole around

any engineer will tell you, an arch
is

able

to

span

space

Frog

while

supporting a heavy vertical load
(Figure 15). Because the bottom of

tan

s
Mu

o
gR

ll
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the apex of the frog. (Figure 14). As

Bars

White
Line

Figure 14. Notice how the structures of the bottom of
the hoof blend to form an arched shape. This arch
provides protection to internal stuctures of the foot that
would be suceptible to damage from impact with the
ground.

the hoof spans space, internal structures are protected from the initial impact with the
ground. This shape protects against the kind of bruising seen in the flat soles of many
domesticated horses.
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Highway tunnel in Appalachia
Mountains

Underwater tunnel at Sea World

Figure 15. The arch spans space while supporting a vertical load. The strength of this
shape is demonstrated in these two structures.

Connection
Another characteristic of the hooves of
free-roaming horses of the Great Basin is the
tight connection between the sole and the hoof

White Line

the hoof wall and the sole are tightly
connected by the white line all the way
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wall, called the white line. In healthy hooves,
Frog

around the circumference of the hoof (Figure
16). Healthy white line is also a sign of strong,
healthy connective tissues, called laminae,

Figure 16. Wide-set heels, broad and
healthy frog, and the tight connection
between the sole and the wall (white line,
which is actually a yellowish color) support
optimal hoof function.

between the wall and coffin bone inside the hoof. This tight white line connection helps
support the hoof wall as it grows past the laminar connection to the internal structures
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of the foot. It also seals out dirt and debris from working up into the inside of the hoof,
which is believed to be a contributing factor in the development of abscesses in the
Copyright Ann Corso 2013

hoof. Damage to the white line can occur
during episodes of laminitis. In contrast to the
free-roaming Mustangs, domesticated horses
often experience a poor connection between
the hoof and sole as seen in white line disease
or seedy toe (Figure 17). These conditions
recover

with

appropriate

changes

to

Figure 17. The front edge of the sole is
outlined by the black line. It is separated
from the inside edge of the hoof wall.
The connective tissue between the two,
the white line, is stretched.

management and use practices, that allow optimal growth and repair, in conjunction
with regular authentic natural trims.
The Back of the Hoof
The healthy frog of the Great Basin Mustang and desert Brumby hoof forms is
recessed in the space between the heel buttresses at the back of the hoof and slopes into
the concavity of the sole (Figure 16). The frog is broad at the heel and narrows at it
extends toward the toe. The apex of the frog is positioned beneath the curved bottom of
the coffin bone, in the deepest concavity of the sole. The frog provides cover for the
pliable digital cushion that fills the back of the foot. The heel buttresses, which are back
near the widest part of the frog, are shorter than commonly seen in many trimming
models. All of these features contribute to the flexibility of the back of the hoof. This
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flexibility is particularly important during the loading phase of the stride, as the horse’s
center of gravity moves forward over the hoof. During this phase, the fetlock drops and
the back of hoof expands as the short pastern bone displaces the digital cushion (Baxter,
2011). Externally this is visible as the heel bulbs expanding. At the same time, the frog is
pressed downward (Pollitt, 1993).
In contrast to the form described, many
domesticated

horse’s

hooves

have

an

White
Line

atrophied frog pinched between contracted
heels. This hoof form is associated with pain

Pinched
Frog

at the back of the foot (Figure 18). Another
commonly seen hoof form that results from
trimming practices is the frog being longer
than the heel buttresses. This can happen
when the frog is not trimmed appropriately,

Contracted Heels
Figure 18. Unhealthy frog pinched between
contracted heels, and unhealthy connection
between sole and wall (white line) are all
too common in the hooves of domesticated
horses.

or when the heel buttresses are trimmed too short. Both forms reduce the space
available for the downward displacement of the digital cushion during the loading
phase of the stride. The frog cannot expand downward as the fetlock drops. An
authentic natural trim, as promoted and taught by Liberated Horsemanship,
encourages properly positioned heels and a healthy frog flanked by wide-set, straight
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bars. This form supports and protects the horse’s foot throughout the phases of every
step.
The Mustang Roll
The final, and probably most familiar, hoofform characteristic I’m going to describe is the
rounded outside edge that goes all the way around

Ro

wall is rounded off by wear into what has become

ng
sta
Mu

the perimeter of the hoof wall. The edge of the hoof

ll

known as a “mustang roll” (Figure 19). This feature
protects the exterior region of the hoof wall, the most
rigid region, from the initial concussion of the hoof
striking the ground. The exterior region of the hoof
wall contains the greatest concentration of horn

Figure 19. The rounded edge
called a mustang roll, protects the
more brittle outside wall from
chipping and raveling.

tubules. These tubules are rigid and more susceptible to fracture than the surrounding
inter-tubular horn (Bertram & Gosline, 1987). Damage, like chipping, cracking, and
raveling, occurs to this exterior portion of the hoof wall from impact forces when the
edge is left sharp.
The mustang roll causes the more resilient inner region of the hoof wall, called
the water line, to make first contact as the hoof strikes the ground. This region of the
hoof wall has a lower concentration of horn tubules and more tough, resilient inter-
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tubule horn. It’s also more hydrated than exterior regions of the hoof wall because of it’s
proximity to the vascularized tissues of the foot (Bertram, Gosline, 1987). The water line
is sturdy enough to receive the concussion of the hoof hitting the ground without
damage. The water line is nature’s horseshoe, and it serves the function of a shoe
without adding excess length, weight, or nail holes.
The mustang roll is an important characteristic of the hooves of the wild horses
and of an authentic natural trim. At the same time, it does not define the natural trim
which is based on the wild horse model. All of the common characteristics of the
optimal form are included in an authentic natural trim.

What Does All This Mean to the Horse Owner?
Now that you have read this article, if you are anything like me, you’re not likely to
look at hooves in the same way ever again. You’ll look for the natural form and wonder
what’s causing any deviations from it: What caused that stress ring? Why does the hoof
wall curve half way down? And why are the heels so close together? What about the
frog; why is it so puny? You might also have questions for your hoof care professional
that would never have occurred to you before, specific questions about hoof form and
health. Is the connection between the sole and the hoof wall, the white line, healthy and
tight? How come his feet are so flat? And so on. You’re forever changed—and that’s
good news for your horse. You see, all around the world, horses are already benefiting
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from a successful transition to authentic natural hoof care that supports optimal hoof
form and health (Figure 20).

Figure 20. Hooves receiving natural hoof care.
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